and far from the site of nerve entry. It was because ITO et al. (1954 ITO et al. ( , 1959 reported this region as the site of origin of the fibrillary twitchings in Biedermann solution and because the same situation was found in the isotonic NaCl solution.
The potential change was amplified by a direct-coupled amplifier and the features were recorded either by an ink-writing recorder or by a long-recording camera attached to a dual-beam cathode-ray oscilloscope.
RESULTS
The sartorius muscle of the frog when immersed in the calcium-deficient solution became spontaneously active and this activity generally repeated at intervals. On this occasion, inserting the microelectrodes into the muscle fibers, a series of rhythmical or grouped discharges were observed during the fibrillation continued. Our special attention, however, was focused on the phenomena of interaction between the adjoining fibers as follows. I. Synchronization of the adjacent fiber activity.
At the beginning and the last period of the fibrillation, some fibers were active and many others inactive. In these conditions, the adjoining fibers penetrated by the electrodes manifested variable stages in activity. Either one or both of the fibers were silent, or active showing small slow waves and even spike discharges in some occasions. In these conditions slow waves of one fiber appeared synchronized or desynchronized with discharges of the other fiber, and some of the slow waves were accompanied by abortive spikes. At the time of crest of the fibrillation, however, a series of rhythmical discharges or grouped discharges were usually recorded in both of the adjoining fibers, showing complete synchronization of activity in most cases (FIG. 2) .
As seen in FIG. 1C , when the slow potentials were synchronized with spike potentials of the neighboring fiber, it was fully supposed that the former was produced in relation to the latter. The process of appearance of the discharge, particularly of its synchronization accompanied with increasing strength of the fibrillation, would suggest an existence of the strong interaction between fibers. H. Different species of slow waves recorded during spontaneous activity.
During the spontaneous fibrillation, different types of slow potentials were frequently recorded, and these slow potentials were particularly noticed as compared with those in normal activity of visceral smooth muscle.
The first type of slow potential, frequently met with, was a pacemaker-like potential which displayed the same rhythmic appearance as seen in the pacemaker cells of the heart or visceral smooth muscle.
A characteristic of this potential was the slow rising depolarization preceding the spike , and generally, the larger the depolarization rate was, the shorter became the duration. The second type of slow potential, which appeared more frequently, was an interaction potential.
This potential, being characterized by its fast depolarization and short duration, was of qualitatively different from the pacemaker-like potential.
The interaction potential was noticeable in FIG. 1B, but three more records of irregular series of the slow potentials with occasional discharges were illustrated in FIG. 3 . In these records, the slow potentials made their appearance either after or before and even far from the spike potential on some occasions . From the foregoing characteristics of the slow potentials , and particularly from the fact that summation of the slow potentials were possible , it was difficult to believe that the potentials were produced spontaneously in the same fiber . The spike potential was generally developed from a peak of the slow potential when the latter being piled or not piled up each others reached the critical level (FIG . 4) . The critical level, however, was found different in individual cells , and the difference might be supposed to be due to the variation of the resting potential and excitability in each fiber.
In are also related to the causes of irregularity of both individual and grouped discharges. Though the slow potential generally appeared as a positive wave (depolarization), it was possible and not rare to appear in a negative (hyperpolarization) or diphasic wave. This must be noted particularly since it proves that the slow potential is not a self-generating potential in a fiber but a potential educed by electrotonic spread of activity in the adjacent fiber. This is the reason why the slow potential was discriminated as the 'interaction' potential from the others. The duration of the slow potential was about 10 msec. and corresponded approximately to that of the action potential. The fact will also support our view mentioned.
Besides the above two kinds of slow potentials, the third type which had a duration longer than 100 msec. was rarely found. III . Interval diagram.
Interval diagram was utilized as a mean for analysis of the regularity and irregularity of appearance of the second type of slow waves. illustrates a series of the interaction potentials and its interval diagram respectively. Generally, the interval of the slow potential, if not complicated by the summation, was prolonged exponentially with time until the slow potential disappeared, as it was the case with the spike potential.
FIG . 7A shows a series of the interaction potentials which have externally irregular appearances, and FIG. 7B , the interval diagram.
When the intervals were plotted in order as shown in open circles, they made an irregular zig-zag line. However, when these intervals were plotted alternately, it became apparent that they were composed of at least two series of the slow potentials, both of which had almost the same rhythm and time-course as shown in closed circles and triangles respectively.
At the last part of the recording, even the third series (cross mark) was disclosed when carefully examined.
These facts will bespeak that each series of the slow potentials had their own different origins and hence, summation of the potentials was possible.
Relatively high amplitude of the first six slow potentials shown in FIG. 7A might be due to the summation.
Thus, it seemed to be confirmed that the slow potentials are the potentials educed by electrotonic spread of action potentials in neighboring fibers. Some of them made assumptions on the phenomena, that damaged or permeable regions existed on neighboring points of the fibers as an essential condition of the synchronous discharge, and believed that a small group of fibers behaved as a single unit with free electrical communications between them. On the other hand, the process of synchronization elucidated by double penetrations of two neighboring fibers had a close similarity with the phenomena which were also observed with two microelectrodes in visceral smooth muscles with syncytial nature (BULBRING, BURNSTOCK & HOLMAN, 1958; LANDA, WEST & THIERSCH,  1959; GOTO & TAMAI, 1960) . Thus, the phenomenon that activities of the adjoining fibers in the skeletal muscle appeared more synchronized with increasing number of the fibrillating fibers, cannot be considered as an accidental occurrence, but suggests an existence of mechanical or electrical interaction between these fibers. The appearance of the characteristic slow waves synchronized with spike potentials in the adjoining fiber, or the complete synchronization of a train of discharges in the adjoining fibers emphasizes that the interaction is an electrical one. (2) Slow waves recorded during spontaneous activity. In the spontaneous activity of the skeletal muscle a few different types of slow potentials were discriminated. In these potentials, the pacemaker-like potential (first type) was shown different in character from the interaction potential (second type) which might be a potential produced by an electrotonic spread of action potential of the neighboring fiber. The third type of slow potential with long duration was unsolved in nature.
The spontaneous and rhythmical behavior of the pacemaker potential has long been known in the pacemaker region of the heart and smooth muscle. It is not ascertained, however, whether the pacemaker-like potential observed in fibrillatory skeletal muscle takes place in a whole fiber or localized area , though the latter possibility is likely. It is because the pacemaker-like potentials in adjoining fibers were also found to synchronize to each other accompanying development of the fibrillation. This might be explained by a probable fact that the pacemaker-like potential of a fiber would give an electrotonic influence upon the neighboring fibers.
(3) Natures of the interaction potential.
The characteristics of the second slow potential the interaction potential will be roughly summarized as follows. 1) The appearance, and disappearance is sudden and the rhythm is generally regular. 2) Even the outwardly irregular rhythm can be reduced to a couple of regular rhythms.
3) The slow potential appears usually synchronized with slow or spike potential in a neighboring fiber . 4) Rate of rise of the depolarization is high compared with that of the pacemaker-like potential. 5) The duration of about 10 msec. corresponds approximately to that of the action potential. 6) The slow potential was mostly a positive wave, but in some cases, a negative or diphasic wave . 7) The former generates a spike from the crest when it exceeds a critical level.
Most of the above facts will prove in themselves that the slow potential is not a mechanical artefact. In this meaning our results ascertain the estimation of BIJLBRING, HOLMAN & LIJLLMAN (1956) .
Besides, our recent study, in which the change in membrane potential of a fiber was measured giving a current pulse to the adjoining fiber, demonstrated a depolarization and generation of spike. This fact might present another evidence that the interaction potential is the electrotonic spread of activity in the neighboring fiber.
Basing on these facts, it may be supposed that in a calcium-deficient solution the skeletal muscle displays an electrical transmission of excitation, which is mediated by the interaction potential, from one muscle fiber to the adjoining muscle fiber. SUMMARY 1. The behavior of the isolated sartorius muscle of the frog in calcium-deficient medium has been studied by recording the transmembrane potentials of adjacent two fibers simultaneously. 2. Accompanied with rise and fall of the educed fibrillation, the adjacent fibers exhibited different grades of electrical activity, but most of their activity appeared synchronized in rhythm particularly at the crest of fibrillation. 3. A few different types of small waves were recorded during the spontaneous activity; the slow rising depolarization preceding spike potential (pacemaker-like potential), the small fast wave with short duration produced by electrotonic spread of action current of the neighboring fiber (interaction potential), and the long slow wave of unknown origin. 4. The interaction potentials were mostly positive (depolarization) but sometimes negative (hyperpolarization) or diphasic as expected, appearing in two or three rhythms simultaneously and piling up on each others. 5. Mechanisms of the fibrillation were discussed obtaining a conclusion that some fibers, acting as pacemakers, were excited spontaneously and the excitation was transmitted to adjacent fibers through low-safety-factor, intercellular, electrical connections.
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